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CHAIRMAN’S NOTES • AUGUST 2017 
It’s been quite a summer thus far; wet beyond patience except for British Columbia that is 
bone dry and plagued with forest fires. The air over BC’s lower mainland has just cleared 
so Vancouverites can once more see the Rocky Mountains, so it sounds as though the fire 
fighters are finally gaining control. 

You’ve just seen this month’s cover that gives a nice hint of what’s inside: some great new 
photos of that lovely Douglas A-20G Havoc that flies out of Lewis Air Legends in San 
Antonio, TX. It’s great to see such an important aircraft coming to the fore alongside the 
always popular Mitchells. Rumour has it that there may be another in the future…bring it 
on…please! 

Another rarity, a 3rd DH Mosquito, is now flying with the Flying Heritage & Combat Armor 
Museum (FHCAM), Everett, Washington. 
Built in 1945 in Leavesden, England as a 
training (dual control) aircraft, she 
appeared in the film 633 Squadron, and 
was obtained by FHCAM in 2003 and sent 
to Avspecs in New Zealand for restoration. 
The Mossie retains some aspects of the 
trainer, but additions were made giving her 
the appearance of an FB Mk VI fighter-
bomber. We’ll do a feature on her in the 
next issue of Dispersals.

This month we have an article by a new (for us) author, Jim McSharry who was a pilot 
with 22 Sydney Squadron RAAF, serving in the UK, Mediterranean, North Africa and 
Philippine theatres. Jim died in 2016 and his daughter, Lesley, passed on a collection of 
Jim’s writings through Geoff Rogerson, son of Ray Rogerson (P-98). 
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LAST POST 
TREVOR BARNFIELD • AG • 180 

Trevor ‘Barney’ Barnfield died peacefully on 18 Apr 2013, aged 87 years. 

Loving husband of Audrey, Dad of David, John and Nigel; Father-in-law of 
Diana, Rona and Debbie; dear Grandad of Vicky, Nicola, Mark and Helen; 
Great Grandad of Nathan, Georgia, Luis, Luke, Bradley and Orla; Great-great 
Grandad of Faith. 

Service and cremation were at Rawdon Crematorium Friday, 03 May 2013. 
Donations to Yorkshire Air Ambulance were requested in lieu of flowers. 

Sgt Trevor Barnfield was posted to 180 Squadron from No. 2 Group Support 
Unit (GSU) on 13 Mar 45 with crewmates F/S R. Wales (Pilot), F/S R.A. 
Ludgate (Nav/B) and F/S George B. Hagardt (AG). They flew their first 
operation, an attack on the rail centre at Ahaus, Germany, the morning of 17 
Mar 45; their second op was that afternoon, a similar target at Burgsteinfurt. 
Both ops were flown in Mitchell III RAF serial HD305. Trevor’s last 
operation, also 180 Squadron’s last of the war, was 02 May 44 against the rail 
centre at Itschen, Germany. 
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NORMAN PROWSE • AG • 98 
 

From a family announcement: “It is with deep sadness 
that we announce the death of Norman Frederick Prowse 
who passed away peacefully on 22 February 2017. 
The funeral is taking place on Tuesday, 21st March, at 
12.00 midday at St Edmunds Church, Hertford Road, 
Edmonton, and the burial will follow at Enfield Lawns, 
Enfield Crematorium, Great Cambridge Road, Enfield, 
Middlesex. 
We would like to invite everyone to a small gathering 

immediately afterwards, taking place at the Beehive Pub, Little Bury Street, 
Edmonton N9 in order to celebrate our wonderful Dad’s life over his 
magnificent 95 years of age.” 
Norman joined 98 Squadron RAF at Dunsfold, Surrey on 04 Oct 44 with 
crewmates F/L A.L. Duncan (Pilot), F/L A.D.H. Thompson (Nav/B) and F/S 
George W. Van Iderstine (AG). Four days later, 139 Wing was instructed “to 
prepare to move overseas”; they arrived B.58 RAF Melsbroek, Belgium 19 
Oct 44. Norm and crew flew their first operation 28 Oct 44 against the Bridge 
at Roermond, in Mitchell II VO-F serial FW275, which became known by its 
nose art, ‘Hot Gen’. W/O Norman Prowse completed his tour with a raid on 
the town of Kevelear, Germany 11 Feb 45 and was posted to No. 9 Personnel 
Despatch Centre 11 Mar 45. 

Norman served as Chairman, 2nd TAF MBA from 2007 through 2012. 

  
WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
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MILITARY BURIAL FOR FRED BING CD 
David Poissant • Doug Bing photos 

A forecasted rainy day turned sunny and warm for Fred Bing’s interment at the National 
Military Cemetery in Ottawa, Canada’s capital Monday, 17 July 2017. 

Fred (WAG • 98) was from a family of 11 siblings and was obviously well-loved, 
evidenced by the twenty-two relatives from across Canada that made the trip for a final 
farewell. I was honoured to have been included by Darrell Bing, Fred’s son. 

 
A Military Honour Guard of seven serving soldiers awaited our timed arrival at the gate 
where the flag flew at half-mast, and led, followed closely by Jack Bing, Fred’s grandson 
carrying cremains, and then the rest of the party, to the prepared gravesite. 
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As the Honour Guard stood bareheaded at attention, a Chaplin conducted a short service 
after which Jack lowered his Grandfather’s cremains into the prepared grave. A military 
bugler played the ‘Last Post’; a piper played ‘Going Home’. 

 

 

Fred’s headstone displays the Royal Canadian Air Force badge with King’s Crown, under 
which he performed his wartime service. Also displayed is his regimental number and rank. 
The post-nominal letters ‘CD’ to his name represents the ‘Canadian Forces Decoration’ 
that represents at least twelve years of service with a good record of conduct during the 
final eight years. 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 



USAAF ‘HEAVIES’ AT MELSBROEK 

Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress formation    c1.staticfilcker.com photo 



Consolidated B-24 Liberator battle damage    worldwaarphotos.info 



Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress after wheels up landing     r.ddmcdn.com photo 
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THE WORLD’S ONLY FLYING A-20 
David Poissant • Photos by Rian Olsen 

Rod Lewis (Lewis Air Legends) of San Antonio, Texas owns a gorgeous Douglas A-20G; 
the only flying A-20 in the world. He flew to this year’s EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, 
Wisconsin where photographer Rian Olsen tracked it down; in his words “I was looking 
for the A-20 in the Warbirds area when I heard a pretty impressive growl coming towards 
me. I looked up to see the bird I was seeking taxying toward towards me. I waited for it to 
shut down and took a couple laps around her and took in all the details that earned her a 
Grand Champion Award. Beautiful Aircraft.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lewis Air Legends Douglas A-20 Havoc at EAA AirVenture 2017   Photo by Rian Olsen 
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Above: A-20’s .50-caliber ventral tunnel 
machine gun. 

Right: Interior fuselage view of mid-upper 
turret structure. 
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APPOINTMENT IN FRANKFURT 
Jim McSharry • Pilot • 22 Squadron RAAF 

About a quarter to one on a July afternoon in the early 1970's, two grey-suited, middle-
aged Australians passed through the entrance of the Bankverein Gesellschaft, a major 
West German bank based in Frankfurt. On learning that they had a luncheon appointment 
with the head of the bank's Foreign Department, a uniformed attendant conducted them to 
the office of their host on the eighth floor of the building. 

The two men were themselves bankers; they had spent most of their working lives on the 
staff of a large Australian bank with its headquarters in Sydney. One of them, Tom Vicar, 
was about to return home after a three-year term as his bank's representative in London; 
the other, John McSwain, was his replacement in that post.  Old friends, the two had much 
in common, not least that both were ex-servicemen; Vicar had served in the Royal 
Australian Navy in World War II, McSwain in the Air Force.   

       

The object of their meeting with the Bankverein people was to allow Vicar to present 
McSwain as his successor. European bankers liked to know the person with whom they 
were dealing, especially as much international banking business is done over the telephone. 
This luncheon in Frankfurt was one of several such meetings arranged for the two 
Australians during a week's journey around the financial centres of Western Europe. 

Vicar introduced McSwain to their host, Herr Walther, a man of 
stiff, military bearing in his mid-fifties, who greeted the visitors 
with a Teutonic blend of formality and courtesy, and in turn 
introduced a junior colleague, Herr Kung. They were taken to a 
small private dining room, one of several provided for official 
entertaining on the executive floor of the bank building. Pre-
lunch drinks were served by an aged retainer; Vicar and the two 
Germans ordered martinis, but McSwain, who had a long-
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standing aversion to gin, asked for lager. About fifteen minutes later the four sat down to 
their meal. 

Walther was careful to keep the conversation general, away from business matters; he was 
aware that in the City of London, where his guests were based, it was considered bad form 
to discuss business over lunch. Vicar complimented the host on the food, and McSwain 
praised the quality of the wine, a pleasant Rheinpfalz. It was noticeable that, as the 
luncheon progressed, the conversation tended more and more to flag, as one trivial topic 
after another was exhausted. McSwain could not help feeling that the atmosphere was a 
little strained, the host's air of studied bonhomie rather laboured. He would not be sorry 
when this particular getting-to-know-you exercise was over. 

The old waiter was about to serve coffee when Walther, in an obvious effort to rescue the 
occasion from boredom, turned to McSwain and, in his slightly stilted English, asked, "Mr. 
McSwain, were you in the service of your country during the War?" McSwain replied that 
he had been in the Air Force.    

"Interesting," said the host, "I was in the Luftwaffe. Were you aircrew?"    

"Yes I was," said the Australian, "up in the front end - a pilot".    

With rising interest, Walther said, "I too was a pilot. Did you fly in the European theatre?"    

McSwain responded, "Yes, I started my first tour of operations in England, and finished up 
in Malta".    

The German shot a keen glance at him. "Malta? Did you say Malta?   When were you in 
Malta?"    

"May to October 1942", came the reply.    

Clearly astonished, Walther exclaimed, "Were you really? What an amazing coincidence! 
During that period I was serving with a Luftwaffe unit in Sicily, and our principal duty was 
bombing Malta!" 

There was a sudden silence, as it was borne in upon the four men around the table that they 
had been on opposite sides, enemies, during those dark days thirty years before. Opting to 
confront the tension rather than ignore it, Walther turned again to McSwain.   "Mr. 
McSwain, may I ask you a very personal question?"    

"Go ahead" responded the Australian.    
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"Mr. McSwain, do you harbour any prejudice against the German people from the war?"    

Conscious of Vicar's warning glance, McSwain replied smoothly, "Not really. The war's 
been over for a long time now. It's best that we forget all those old enmities, and work 
together to see that it doesn't happen again." He had said the right thing - the relaxation of 
tension in the small room was almost palpable. "All the same" - and 
he sensed three pairs of anxious eyes focussed on his face, which 
broke into a mischievous grin - "all the same, ever since my days on 
Malta, I've nursed a bit of a grudge over something you fellows in the 
Luftwaffe did to us there".    

"What was that?" rapped Walther. 

"Well," answered the smiling McSwain, "like you Germans, we 
Australians love our beer. Now in 1942 there was only one brewery 
on Malta, and the beer they made there was pretty terrible, but it was 
still better than no beer at all, and then one day..."    

With a loud groan Walther interrupted, clapping his hand to his 
forehead. "Don't tell me - I know what you're going to say! We 
bombed the brewery! And what makes the matter so much worse - it 
was I who was leading the raid that day! Now war is war, but for a 
German officer, who also is fond of his beer, to destroy a brewery - that is nothing less than 
a war crime - an atrocity! I must now think how to make amends". The other three dissolved 
in laughter as, in a display of elephantine comedy, Walther pretended to put on sackcloth 
and ashes for what had in fact been, at the time, a very shrewd blow at the morale of his 
country's enemies. 

After a little reflection, Walther gave a crisp order in German to the waiter, who shuffled 
off with a surprised look, to return several minutes later with a bottle which he handled 
with great reverence. Walther explained that this was a very old, very select liqueur, from 
the bottom of the bank's private cellar, available only to the most senior executives such as 
himself, and then only for very special occasions. He judged this to be such an occasion. 
The waiter carefully poured the opaque fluid into four small glasses, they all said "Prost", 
and Walther added, "To make some small amends for the Maltese brewery". 

The liqueur was fiery; after draining his glass McSwain reached for a cigarette, but amid 
general laughter Vicar begged him not to light it, saying, "No, John, for God's sake!  If that 
stuff ignites we'll all be blown up!" 

“We bombed 
the brewery! 
And what 
makes the 
matter so 
much worse 
– it was I 
who was 
leading the 
raid that 
day!” 
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By now the atmosphere of polite reserve, which earlier had been overhanging the group, 
had evaporated. The new-found camaraderie of old warriors, determined to put aside past 
enmities, brought forth a stream of martial anecdotes and reminiscences. 

 
Bristol Beaufighter 

McSwain was persuaded to tell something of his experiences as a Beaufort pilot in England 
and the Mediterranean, and later on Beaufighters in the Pacific war theatre. Walther, 
needing little persuasion, spoke of his operations from Sicily, and subsequently on the 
Russian front, where he had commanded a Staffel of Ju88's.   Vicar chimed in with his 
account of life in a Navy destroyer; even Kung was permitted by Walther to tell a brief 
story of his experiences as a very young private in the Wehrmacht. When they left the table, 
over half an hour later, with the precious bottle almost empty, Kung remarked sotto voce 
to Vicar, "That's the longest time I've ever known my boss to sit over lunch with his guests!" 

 
Junkers Ju88 
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As they made their way to the elevator, Walther put his hand on McSwain's shoulder and 
asked, "Well now, Mr. McSwain, do you still hold a grudge over the Maltese brewery?" 
McSwain answered with a laugh, "Not any more - your hospitality has wiped the slate 
clean!" 

But as he and Vicar walked out of the bank to the nearest taxi rank, John McSwain's mind 
was not in Frankfurt, but on the small Mediterranean island where all those years ago he 
had passed, willy-nilly, through the portals of manhood. Bright sunshine. Crystal-blue sea. 
A handsome, olive-skinned people of deep faith. Flat-hatted priests. The Grand Harbour: 
battered ships. Wailing sirens. The banshee scream of diving Stukas. Bombs whistling 
down and bursting. Anti-aircraft fire filling half the sky. Burning aircraft, spiralling to 
earth. Mushrooming parachutes. Underground shelters carved out of soft white rock. Dust. 
Fleas. Poor food, and not much of it. Always present - in the air and on the ground - sudden 
death, gut-tightening fear. And, enveloping all these memories like a cocoon, the smell of 
gin. 

"You know, Tom", he remarked to his friend, "After the Huns blew up that brewery, the 
only thing you could get to drink on the whole bloody island was gin. Malta was an old 
naval base, and in the wardrooms of the Royal Navy they drank gin. They had underground 
stores stacked to the ceiling with it. But that was all - just gin, no splits. You could have 
gin neat, or gin and water. All very well for your matelot mates, but not for me. Even now, 
after all these years, if I get just one whiff of the stuff my stomach does a double 
handspring, and the whole bloody shambles of Malta in 1942 is back with me in a flash". 

"Well anyway," said the practical Vicar, "you certainly made a great impression on 
Walther. I've never seen the old boy so friendly. That's one Hun who's going to know who 
you are when you ring him to do business from London". He turned his attention to the 
taxi-driver, urging him to hurry: Herr Walther's gesture of apology for the destruction of 
the Maltese brewery had made them late for their next appointment. 

 

Editor’s note: This story is autobiographical; Jim McSharry, who died 12 Feb 2016, was 
an RAAF Pilot who returned to banking after the war. He wrote a number of stories based 
on his service, and often chose not to identify himself in them. Jim’s daughter, Lesley, is a 
friend of Geoff Rogerson (son of Ray Rogerson, P • 98); Lesley passed on a few of his 
stories for Dispersals readers. 

We’re glad she did. Thank-you Lesley. 
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THE SPITFIRE EXPERIENCE 

1st January - 31st December 2017 

 

Climb inside the Spitfire MK16 and take the pilot’s seat, learn about the aircraft and see 
what it would have been like to fly a Spitfire. 

Access Details 
Sitting in the cockpit of a Spitfire is a once in a lifetime experience, to make sure you’re 
prepped for the day please take note of our access restrictions before purchasing your 
tickets: 

 You must be physically fit to climb a small number of steps and lift your legs and 
full body weight into the cockpit 

 Please wear trousers or shorts. Skirts and dresses may prevent or restrict access 
 Please wear flat shoes with a good grip on them. Please note: we cannot allow the 

public access without appropriate footwear. 
 You are more than welcome to take pictures once inside the cockpit – please come 

with a camera that can be zipped into a pocket or a camera with a strap 
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 Spitfire Cockpits are small - please see measurements below for your information. 
 If the museum feels that it is not safe or possible for you to access the Spitfire MK16 

cockpit then we reserve the right to refuse access. Please refer to the terms and 
conditions displayed at the experience before purchasing your ticket. 

 

Access Times 
This new experience is at 10.15 am - 4.30 pm (March to October, inclusive). Just turn up 
on the day and make your way to our Mark 16 Spitfire in Historic Hangars, where you will 
be able to book your time slot on the day. 

Tickets 
£10 per person 

All ticket sales help to support the RAF Museum 

Royal Air Force Museum London 
Grahame Park Way, London 
NW9 5LL 
Tel: 020 8205 2266 
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WOMEN IN AVIATION 
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL MARIE-CLAUDE OSMOND 

Royal Canadian Air Force News • 27 April 2017 

 

Hometown: Greenwood, Nova Scotia 

Occupation: Air combat systems officer [formerly the air navigator occupation] 

Current position: Commanding officer of 405 Long Range Patrol Squadron at 14 Wing 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. 

Given the current long range patrol commitment to Operation Impact, I ensure that we have 
aircrews and maintainers trained and prepared to deploy to accomplish our mandated 
mission of supporting the Middle East Stabilization Force – the multinational coalition 
against Daesh in Iraq – while continuing our commitments to domestic operations. The 
squadron is also responsible for the first line maintenance of all CP-140 Auroras on the 
east coast. 

What drew you to join the Royal Canadian Air Force? 

My father was a navigator in the Canadian Armed Forces on the CP-107 Argus and the 
CP-140 Aurora. 
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What have been some of the highlights of your career with the RCAF?  

Becoming commanding officer of a long range patrol squadron is certainly a career 
highlight. 

If you could offer advice to young women who are thinking about joining the RCAF, 
what would it be? 

Don’t change who you are to try and fit 
in. Be yourself. And don’t be afraid to 
speak up for yourself if someone 
disrespects you in the workplace. There 
is no room for this type of behaviour in 
the RCAF or any other organization you 
join. I have stayed true to myself 
throughout my career, and have been 
successful. 

Don’t let anyone say you can’t do 
something. All occupations are open to 
women and as long as you can meet the requirements of the occupation there is no reason 
why you can’t do the job. Be confident in your abilities and don’t back down. 

What have been some of the challenges of your career with the RCAF? 

People are your most critical asset in the RCAF, but at times you have to make tough 
personnel decisions. 

Another challenge is that our unit has been deployed on Operation Impact since October 
2014 while continuing with operations at home. It has an effect on fatigue and morale. That 
said, my personnel ore proud of what they do and strive to do their best despite these 
challenges; that is the true spirit of being in the RCAF. We persevere! 

What are your thoughts on recruiting, training and retaining women in the RCAF? 

I think going out to rural communities and speaking to junior high school and high school 
students would be a good way to recruit future generations. These communities have 
limited job opportunities and advertising the benefits and opportunities available to women 
in the RCAF would go a long way. 

As for retention, we must recognize that members are being asked to do more and more 
with less and it’s having a toll on them. It’s not just a women’s issue. 

Lockheed Martin CP-140 Aurora         RCAF photo 



 




